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ABSTRACT 
 

The term Financial Auditor applies to any adjudicator of fiscal information or the fiscal reporting 
process. Substantially Financial Auditors are people who work for public account enterprises and 
perform checkups of fiscal statements for public companies. They’re traditionally number acquainted. 
Forensic adjudicators are generally accountants or adjudicators who, by virtue of their stations, 
attributes, chops, knowledge and skill are experts at detecting and establishing frauds in books of 
account. Financial Auditor is simply sort of a watchdog who looks at the quantum but forensic accountant 
is sort of a bloodhound who looks behind the quantum. Generally in commercial organisations there are 
three stages of fraud discovery and forestallment pre- fraud stage, ongoing fraud stage and post-fraud 
stage. The organisations which are always responsive to circumstance of fraud and check out to avert it 
at original stage can arrange ethics training borrow regular statutory inspection/ periodic fraud inspection 
or forensic account as a fraud preventative medium. For ongoing fraud discovery, commercial 
organisations can encourage whoosh blowing/ relate the concern a correctional commission or can use 
forensic account as a restorative strategy. Eventually if fraud is detected after it's actually been 
committed, forensic account may be used as reanimation/ survival tool. So at each and each stage of 
fraud discovery and forestallment, forensic account as an arising fraud operation medium plays a 
veritably important part. Now the important question is how far forensic account is effective in discovery 
and forestallment of white collar crime. At the identical time, how far it’s respectable to Indian Corporate 
Sector. 
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Introduction 

 The white- collar crime is an important part of the forensic account. As we know that forensic 
account is related to discovery of fiscal crimes which are done by the association's high paying workers. 
They want to come the richest person of society and want to borrow a roadway of success. They're 
taking fix to earn further, are the abuse of the association's property or are persuading the fiscal 
statements of the marketable association. All the below conditioning are considered a white- collar crime 
in the commercial area. The chance of professional crime is getting more popular. Its chance in India is 
adding   fleetly. We've heard about new fiscal crimes which are committed by the association's high 
officers or high salaried persons. These relative experts in internally law, operation, engineering, 
adjudicators, along with government functionary or software mastermind etc. The stylish illustration of 
white- collar crimes in India is Amarpali scam or Punjab National Bank scam. Forensic Account refers to 
the disquisition and analysis of fiscal records. In simple words we can say that it's the correspondence of 
two words. Forensic means the formal debate and sense is respectable in the court room. Account 
means the record, summary, reporting and assaying fiscal data. So, in simple the word, we can define 
that the demand of forensic account fiscal fraud is a combination of inspection chops. It’s veritably unique 
and the rearmost conception i.e. correlation account with the disquisition. Forensic Account is related to 
the document that's useful and suitable in the court room as legal evidence.   
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Meaning and Concept of Fraud  

Frauds are ineluctable cost of business that eats down commercial character, request 
capitalization and gains. Generally, frauds are incorrect with crimes. Though both the terms represent 
circumstance of a negative exertion but both are completely different. The main identifying element is the 
intention behind the act. Error is an unintentional act and takes place accidentally without any previous 
knowledge of the doer while fraud is purposeful. The word ‘fraud’ represents a purposeful mistake or 
irregularity. It's indeed delicate to descry the element of ‘intent’ in circumstance of any unlawful act. The 
investigators take a indication from revision in documents similar as misstatement, concealment or 
destruction of evidence. However, they indicate presence of purposeful content in the act performed, if 
similar differences live. Also, behavioural traits similar as vacillation in furnishing information, making 
false statement or concealing the required information etc. may confirm presence of intent for an act to 
take place. 

What is Forensic Accounting  

In general forensic account is the operation of a technical body of information to the 
substantiation of profitable deals and reporting, suitable to the purpose(s) of creating responsibility and/ 
or valuation, frequently in a court of law of executive proceeding. In wide sense it's said because the 
integration of account, auditing and investigative chops to get a specific result. Forensic account isn't 
traditional account and don't involve any disbenefit or credit, but it helps in sorting out colorful 
controversies in a reality. It’s got two main areas to cover i) Action Support and disquisition ii) 
disagreement Resolution. The former represents the factual donations of profitable issues associated 
with being action. On the contrary hand the latterly is the act of determining felonious matters and to 
recommend some conduct which will be taken to reduce unborn threat of loss.  The need for forensic 
account aroused due to the failure of inspection systems in the associations because the organizational 
internal inspection and other checkups didn't figure certain crimes in the directorial systems. Experts in 
the field got wind that the extreme profitable pressure with further companies facing ruin jobs and careers 
are in peril and workers feel pressured to take care of and support performance situations forcing 
numerous to commit loose acts. anyhow of the logic could also be more and more forensic accountants 
are being called upon to strictly search through documents, discover new information and help in creating 
the irregular pieces of a company’s fiscal mystification to resolve the vexing problems. Forensic 
accountants are employed by attorneys in a veritably broad range of conditioning from substantiation 
evidence to special counsel’s disquisition of fraud, to bolster commercial governance. Similar services 
include fact- chancing in both discovery and analysis of applicable data for fraud examinations; damage 
claims; lost property computations; valuations of business; and determination of nuptial means in divorce 
conduct and expert evidence with regard to these findings. 

Then it should be noted that Forensic account is different from fiscal auditing and fraud auditing. 
Forensic account incorporates the entire terms involved disquisition, including fraud auditing. So fraud 
auditing may be a subset of forensic account. Financial Auditors specialise in fairness of overall fiscal 
statements on slice and picky base to test the actuality of ordinary rules, principles and conventions. 
Forensic adjudicators give a base for forensic accountants to laboriously hunt for sign of deception to 
descry and probe fraud. By enjoying needful rates and qualifications, forensic accountants can look 
behind the quantum to punch the origin of fraud. The areas of operation of forensic account are vast, only 
the action and adequacy are needed for its perpetration. 

Development of Forensic Accounting in India  

Forensic account has acquired spotlight because of rapid-fire increase in fiscal frauds and 
white- collar crimes. But, it's a largely pathless area in India. Operation development programs will 
actually give the academic mates a footing over their peers in the educational request. With about 20 
representative services across the country and a network of over 600 members India forensic leads the 
forensic account movement in India. In India serious fraud office and IRDA have special target the frauds 
still there is no technical education handed by any of the sodalities in the country. White Collared crime is 
an ignored area therein sense. Forensic account offers a good range of openings for people, who retain 
sound knowledge in fiscal procedures and have logical chops. One can find employment with guests, 
who are charged with allegation of fraud against the government, public, or private business, or a fraud 
involving insurance claims, means, investments, and fiscal instruments. The proficiency of a forensic 
accountant is employed to descry any fiscal crime. Someone can use his/ her forensic account chops to 
resolve divorce controversies, business neglectfulness disquisition claims, and individual injury claims. 
Forensic accountants also are hired by counting companies. Multitudinous government agencies just like 
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the FBI, IRS, CIA, and native government services, at times, bear their services. A forensic accountant is 
an educated adjudicator, who acts as a watch- canine of the accounts of an association, so as to stay a 
check on the frauds. With the growing number of fraud cases, the demand of fine forensic accountants is 
on the increase. The task of a forensic accountant is quiet grueling, because it requires commitment, 
fidelity, and devotion. Keeping visible of the adding demand for forensic accountants, numerous institutes 
in India are offering courses to make a career in the same. India‘s frugality has been rising for the former 
many times. But this rise is amid some immoralities yet. India has also endured white collar crimes and 
swindles for the former couple of times. Therefore, the demand of forensic accountants was realized. 
Forensic accountants played a serious part in letting the cat out of the bag in 2008 Satyam fiddle. 
Another International Investigation Organisation has also put its bases on Indian land. Serious Fraud 
Investigation Office (SFIO) is another noteworthy organisation innovated in India for serving the identical 
purpose. 

Techniques of Forensic Accounting  

Traditional account and auditing with the help of colorful account tools similar as rate fashion, cash 
inflow fashion, a standard statistical tool examination of substantiation are all part of forensic account. In 
cases related to significant quantities of data, the fashion is to be available and presenting the current 
forensic accountant to the data or source, sorting and dissect data and indeed to measure the results 
through computer inspection and colorful other ways. There are some ways involved in forensic account: 

• Benford’s Law: This is a fine tool, and one of the different ways to determine whether the study 
is intentionally crimes (miscalculations) or fraud or not the case. On the address of any similar 
incident, the wide variable of the variables are made disquisition. The law says that fabricated 
statistics have different patterns from arbitrary data. The way of Benford’s rules is veritably 
simple. Once the variable or area of fiscal significance is fixed, under the study, the points of the 
most left side of the variable are uprooted and epitomized for the entire population. The 
condensation is conducted by calculating the field of the first points and calculating the chance 
of its perverse. Also the set of Benford’s is applied. A parametric test is called Z- Test to 
measure the significance of differences between two populations, i.e. Benford’s percentile 
number of the first number for a particular position of confidence. If the data confirms the chance 
of the law of Benford, it means that the data is set of Benford, i.e. there's 68 (about2/3) chance 
of no error or fraud. The first number cannot always be the only applicable field. Benford has 
given separate set for the alternate, third and last number. This combination also works for 
figures, decimal figures and round figures. Benford’s law has numerous advantages similar as it 
isn't affected by the scale invariance, and helps when there's no supporting document to prove 
the authenticity of the sale. 

• Theory of Relative Size Factor (RSF): It exposes all unusual oscillations, which can be from 
fraud or factual crimes. RSF is measured as the largest number of the loftiest number of set of the 
given set of the given set. Some limitations (similar as fiscal) are present for each unit similar as 
dealer, customer, hand, etc. These limits can be defined or anatomized from available data – if not 
defined. However, also it needs to be further examined, If any sporadic case of this is veritably 
much above the normal range. It helps to find the better disagreement or outliers. Records or 
crimes in the record outside the specified limit are suspicious. These records or areas should be 
related to other variables or factors to find the relationship, therefore installing verity. 

• Computer Assisted Auditing Tools (CAATS): CAATS are computer computers that are used 
as part of audit processes to process data from the audit importance contained in the 
information system of the auditor client, depending on it. CAAT helps to make auditors various 
audit processes such as: (A) Testing details of the transaction and balance, (B) Identifying 
ordinary or voluntary, (C) Computer system generates only the form of application controls. (D) 
To remove data for audit test, sample programs, and € re-calculate the calculations performed 
by accounting systems. 

• Ratio Analysis: Another useful fraud detection technique is calculated the data analysis ratio for 
major numerical areas. As the financial proportion that indicates the financial health of a company, 
the data analysis reports on the health of fraud by identifying potential symptoms of fraud. 

• Data Mining Techniques: This is a set of assistant techniques designed to maintain large 
amounts of data in the new amount, new hidden or unexpected information or patterns. Data 
mining techniques are classified into three ways: Discovery, Predictive Modeling and Deviation 
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and Link Analysis. It searches for general knowledge or patterns in the data, without any 
predefined ideas or hypothesis, what pattern can be, that is, without any pre-knowledge of fraud. 
It explains different similarities, union, trends and variations as a conditional argument. In 
predictive modeling, the pattern discovered from a database is used to predict the result and 
estimate the data of new value items. In deviation analysis the norm is first found, and then 
those items are detected that are distracted from normal within a given range (to find 
discrepancies by the extracted patterns). The recent link discovery has been displayed to find a 
suspicious pattern. It mostly uses the defective graphical techniques, Bayesian probabilistic 
convolution networks. This method includes “pattern matching” algorithm to remove any rare or 
suspicious cases. 

Conclusion 

The scandals of the previous couple of years come as a shock not simply because of the 
enormity of failures like Enron and WorldCom, but due to the invention that traditional accounting 
practices are less prone to detect these all. An explicit link between these accounting failures and poor 
corporate governance has emerged. An increasing number of researches in recent times are finding that 
poor corporate governance ends up in manipulated financial reports and white collar crime. Corporations 
and regulatory bodies are now trying to investigate and proper any existing defects in their reporting 
system. In this connection the role of whistleblowers to reveal wrongdoings in their organisations is 
additionally important. However, the dearth of protection for whistleblowers prevents people from coming 
forward to focus on illegal or unethical acts by companies. Efficient and effective functioning of forensic 
accounting profession in India will certainly reduce the incidents of economic frauds and other economic 
crimes in the country. But in India forensic accounting continues to be in its infancy stage. The slow/no 
progress of forensic accounting in India is also because of Forensic accounting is seen as an 
upscale service where only the large companies can afford it. Moreover, it'll even be costly if the 
suspected wrongdoing is dropped at court especially if it involves forensic accountant as a witness. 
Also there's no mandatory requirement for companies to conduct forensic accounting, whenever there's 
any sign of deception or on regular basis. 
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